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1.0

INTRODUCTION

1.1.1

It is DBFL’s opinion that the proposed residential development is consistent with both
the principles and guidance outlined within the Design Manual for Urban Roads and

Streets (DMURS) 2019. The scheme proposals are the outcome of an integrated design
approach that seeks to implement a sustainable community connected by welldesigned streets which deliver safe, convenient, and attractive networks in addition to
promoting a real and viable alternative to car-based journeys.
1.1.2

This report outlines DMURS objectives and principles as well as the specific design
features that have been incorporated within the proposed residential scheme with the
objective of delivering a design that is in full compliance with DMURS.

2.0

DMURS OBJECTIVES

2.1.1

DMURS seeks to balance the needs of all users, creating well designed streets at the
heart of sustainable communities. It states that:

“Well designed streets can create connected physical, social and transport networks
that promote real alternatives to car journeys, namely walking, cycling or public
transport”.
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2.1.2

DMURS also seeks to create streets which are attractive places and encourage designs
appropriate to context, character and location that can be used safely and enjoyably
by the public.

3.0

DMURS PRINCIPLES

3.1.1

At the heart of DMURS is a place-based, integrated approach to road and street design
with the following four overarching design principles to be applied to the design of all
urban roads and streets. These four principles are as follows:
1. To support the creation of integrated street networks which promote higher levels
of permeability and legibility for all users, and in particular more sustainable forms
of transport;
2. To promote multi-functional, place-based streets that balance the needs of all
users within a self-regulating environment;
3. The quality of the street is measured by the quality of the pedestrian environment;
4. Greater communication and co-operation between design professionals through
the promotion of a plan-led, multidisciplinary approach to design.

4.0

DESIGN ATTRIBUTES

4.1

Development Strategy

4.1.1

The development strategy maximises connectivity between key local destinations
through the provision of a high degree of permeability and legibility for all network
users, particularly for sustainable forms of travel. Accordingly, the proposed residential
scheme delivers greater mode and route choices along direct, attractive and safe
linkages to a range of amenities and local service destinations.

4.1.2

The internal street network has been designed to deliver a hierarchy of Local Streets
that provide access within / across the proposed new residential community. These

Local Streets connect to the external Arterial Link Street and are further classified
as Primary Local Streets / Secondary Local Streets to assist with providing a
legible hierarchy. The movement function of each of the internal Local Streets has
sought to respect the different levels of motorised traffic whilst optimising access
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to/from public transport / local amenities and catering for higher numbers of
pedestrians and cyclists. In parallel, the adopted design philosophy has sought to
consider the context / place status of each residential Local Street in terms of level
of connectivity provided, quality of the proposed design, level of pedestrian / cyclist’s
activity and vulnerable users requirements whilst identifying appropriate ‘transition’
solutions between different street types. The proposed Street Hierarchy for the
development is included in Appendix A.

4.2

Linkages

4.2.1

The street layout was derived from several factors which include the Kildare County
Development Plan 2017-2023, the Celbridge Local Area Plan 2017 – 2023 ‘Key
Development Area 3 - Oldtown’, boundary conditions, future and existing
developments, adjacent facilities etc. As part of the design and development of the
street network, cycle and pedestrian linkages were prioritised around the development
to link existing and future developments, existing facilities, public transport nodes,
existing schools etc. Figure 1 below shows the proposed BusConnects linkages which
could be utilised by the development.

4.2.2

In addition to the BusConnects proposals, the delivery of the Movement and Transport
Objectives (MTO 3.7 and MTO 3.12) within the Celbridge Local Area Plan 2017 – 2023
would facilitate improved access to the Hazelhatch Railway Station, located
approximately 3.9km from the subject site.

4.2.3

The NTA’s Cycle Network Plan for the Greater Dublin Area includes a number of key
route

proposals

in

the

vicinity

of

the

proposed

development,

such

as

primary/secondary routes C2, C3 and C4, inter-urban route K3 and greenway route
C8. The proposed off-road cycle track at the site frontage, on Shackleton Road, will
facilitate connections to these planned cycle routes. The subject site red line boundary
has been extended to enable these works.
4.2.4

The linkages detailed above demonstrate that permeability has been considered from
a very early stage in the design and all links that can be provided by the applicant,
have been accommodated.
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Figure 1 – Proposed Linkages for the Development

4.3

Design Parameters

4.3.1

The adopted design approach (Figure 2) successfully achieves the appropriate
balance between the functional requirements of different network users whilst
enhancing the sense of place. The implementation of self-regulating streets actively
manages movement by offering real modal and route choices in a low speed high
quality residential environment. Specific attributes of the schemes design which
contribute to achieving this DMURS objective include;
a) A strong sense of street enclosure is achieved by utilising the higher apartment
blocks to front onto the Shackleton Road Link Street and setting the lowerscale terrace houses along the site boundaries to form a central open space.
b) The potential dominance of on-street car parking for the apartment areas are
actively managed through the provision of landscaped blocks between parking
and the provision of large street trees.
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c) The proposed design has sought to specify minimal signage and line markings
along the internal Primary & Secondary Local streets with such treatments
used sensitively throughout.
d) Footpaths no less than 2.0m wide are provided throughout the scheme and
with connections / tie-in to existing and proposed external pedestrian networks.
e) Appropriate clear unobstructed visibility splays, as per DMURS requirements
are provided / safeguarded at all internal nodes and at the site access junction
to the external road network with the Shackleton Road.
f) Well designed and frequently provided pedestrian crossing facilities will be
provided along key travel desire lines throughout the scheme in addition to
those located at key street nodes. The 15 courtesy crossings within the roads
layout are provided with either dropped kerbs or a raised flat top treatment
thereby allowing pedestrians to informally assert a degree of priority.
g) All informal pedestrian crossing facilities are at least 2.0m wide.
h) With the objective of encouraging low vehicle speeds and maximising
pedestrian safety and convenience, corner radii at (i) Link / Local nodes has
been specified as 4.5m where swept path analysis / traffic signal staging
permitted, and (ii) Local / Local nodes has been specified as 3m as per
DMURS guidance.
i)

Internally within the development carriageway, kerb heights have been
specified as 75-125mm in accordance with the objectives of DMURS.

j) At the vehicular entrance to the site, at-grade flat top pedestrian crossing /
traffic calming table treatments are provided. The maximum height of these
raised flat top treatments is designed to be 75mm with a minimum flat top
width of 2.0m. Another 5 traffic calming table treatments are included in the
internal road layout at internal street junctions. Different surface material
treatments are proposed to alert and subsequently influence driver behaviour
and vehicle speeds.
k) The proposed residential developments internal Local streets incorporates
5.5m wide carriageways for Primary Local streets and 5.0m wide
carriageways for Secondary Local streets. The Shackleton Road, providing
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linkages between the subject site and the local infrastructure, is provided with
segregated cyclist and pedestrian facilities in the stretch fronting the site.
l)

The main access routes (e.g. leading to/from the site access nodes with
external Link streets) of internal street network will be formed using standard
macadam / asphalt finishes.

m) A Shared Space area is included in the proposed scheme along one side of
the central open space; pedestrians and cyclists will have priority over vehicles
on these shared surfaces. Carriageway widths for the homezones will be 4.8m
with a footpath width of 2m. Different surface material treatments will be
applied to the full length of the homezones combined with no kerbing to further
indicate pedestrian and cyclist priority.
n) The provision of on-street perpendicular car parking for high density uses in
the form of parking bays along the internal Local / Shared Space street or
within the designated apartment car park. In accordance with DMURS, the
perpendicular parking spaces are a minimum of 5m long 2.5 m wide.

Figure 2 – Extract of DBFL Roads Layout
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5.0

CONCLUSION

5.1.1

It is DBFL’s opinion that the proposed residential development is consistent with both
the principles and guidance outlined within the Design Manual for Urban Roads and
streets (DMURS) (Version 1.1, 2019). This report outlined the specific design features
that have been incorporated within the proposed development that had the objective
of delivering a design that is in full compliance with DMURS.
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Appendix A – Proposed Street Hierarchy
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